Dynamic spontaneous emission control of an optical emitter coupled to plasmons in strained graphene.
Spontaneous emission control of an optical emitter is critical for many applications, such as in the fields of sensing, integrated photonics and quantum optics. Integrating optical emitters with a mechanical system can provide an avenue for strain sensors as well. Here, the dynamic spontaneous emission modification of an emitter coupled to graphene by uniaxial strain is demonstrated. Our results show that the emission rate can be controlled by tuning the strain of graphene, which depends on the polarized orientation of the emitter. More specifically, the decay rate can be enhanced for several times if the emitter is polarized perpendicular to graphene under strain. Azimuthal angle dependent oscillation of decay rate exists for the emitter polarized parallel to the graphene. Moreover, the controllable decay of the emitter comes from the anisotropic plasmons excitation in strained graphene, which is verified by the corresponding isofrequency contours of plasmons. The strain engineering provides a new platform for dynamic spontaneous emission modulation of emitters coupled with graphene, which opens up intriguing possibilities for the design of strain sensors and quantum devices.